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Hepatocellular carcinoma in cirrhosis is unique in oncology since
a definitive diagnosis based on non-invasive imaging can be used
without biopsy confirmation to determine even the most radical
therapies such as liver transplantation. Given the enormous
responsbility assigned to non-invasive imaging in guiding HCCman-
agement one would expect that there would be standardized termi-
nology in use throughout the world for describing the diagnostic
imaging criteria. Surprisingly, this is not the case. Different guide-
lines have adopted different terminology for assessing the temporal
enhancement characteristics of HCC. The adoption of different ter-
minology by different guidelines, even if intended to have similar
meaning, contributes to inconsistency in clinical care, causes confu-
sion in research, and is a barrier to progress in the field.

It is time to standardize the terminology for describing tem-
poral enhancement criteria, which will be suggested at the end
of the present editorial in line with recently published relevant
documents in this field.

A summary of the current guidelines and of the variance of
the terminology is useful to understand the potential causes of
variability and misunderstandings. Guidelines released by the
AASLD in 2005 [1] recognized the need to incorporate imaging
features from both the arterial phase and the subsequent
venous/delayed phase. This was done to help avoid false-positive
diagnosis of perfusion disturbances caused by arterioportal
shunting which also can manifest with hyperenhancement in the
arterial phase. The criteria for the diagnosis of HCC was a lesion

showing “arterial hypervascularity that washes out in the early
or delayed venous phase” [1]. The update of these guidelines in
2011 adopted the wording of “intense arterial uptake followed
by wash out in the venous-delayed phases” [2]. Although the
AASLD guidelines should be lauded for recognizing the impor-
tance of “washout”, the terminology advocated by the AASLD is
suboptimal. The term “hypervascularity” is ambiguous as it
encompasses multiple different pathophysiological alterations –
including number and size of vessels, type of vessels, quality of
their walls (fenestrated or not fenestrated sinusoids, capillariza-
tion), degree of vascular tone, etc. – most of which cannot be
assessed reliably by imaging. A descriptive term would be more
appropriate. In this sense, the usage of “intense arterial uptake”
in the 2011 update is an improvement [2], but remains subop-
timal for several reasons. In a liver with only arterial inflow and
no portal perfusion (e. g. a patient with reversal of portal flow
due to portal hypertension or TIPS), any part of the liver, including
benign parenchyma, has intense arterial “uptake”. Moreover, no
cancer and no part of the liver, literally takes up contrast agents
in the arterial phase. Even contrast agents that eventually are
transported into liver cells via membrane transporters do not en-
ter cells in any meaningful concentration during the arteial phase.
Thus the wording, “intense arterial uptake”, is pathophysiolgicaly
incorrect and cannot be considered appropriate.

The EASL 2012 guidelines [3] as well as the Spanish guidelines
[4] utilized similar imperfect terminology as the AASLD guidelines
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(“hypervascular in the arterial phase with washout in the portal ve-
nous or delayed phases” and “radiological hallmark, i. e. contrast
uptake in the arterial phase and washout in the venous/late phase”
or respectively “una captación de contraste en fase arterial seguido
de lavado en fases venosas”). Also the Korean guidelines [5] (“hy-
pervascularity in the arterial phase”) and Japanese guidelines [6]
(“intense arterial enhancement”) adopt similar suboptimal defini-
tions. The Italian position paper in 2013 [7] defined more clearly
the diagnostic pattern in connection to both the arterial and portal
patterns (homogeneous hyper-enhancement of the lesion in the ar-
terial phase, followed by hypo-enhancement in the venous or de-
layed phase), but created confusion in its accompanying figure
where it reported, “typical feature: wash-in and wash-out”. More
properly, the term “wash-in” should be used to refer to the phase
of arrival of the contrast during the arterial phase, up to reaching
the peak signal intensity [8], but not to describe the degree of con-
trast enhancement. Using the term “wash-in” to describe the de-
gree of arterial-phase enhancement is inappropriate and should
not be considered synonymous of hyperenhancement.

The term wash-out may cause similar confusion. For example,
the term “wash-out phase” refers to the time period between
peak contrast enhancement intensity and disapperance of con-
trast [8] – i. e., the phase during which de-enhancement occurs,
not the degree of de-enhancement. Moreover, some investigators
have used “washout” to refer to a lesion that hyperenhances in
the arterial phase relative to the surrounding parenchyma and
that becomes isoenhancing in the venous phase. The use of
“washout” in this context is justifiable in the sense that the lesion
did de-enhance relative to the surrounding parenchyma. How-
ever, this temporal enhancement pattern – arterial phase hyper-
enhancement followed by venous phase isoenhancement – is not
specific for HCC. For this reason, the term “wash-out pattern”
should be reserved for lesions that, after showing iso or hyper-
enhancement in the arterial phase, become hypoenhancing in
the venous/delayed phase in comparison to the surrounding par-
enchyma. Accordingly the Canadian guidelines [9] define the
“classical radiographic appearance of HCC as: a lesion that exhi-
bits higher signal intensity than the surrounding liver in the arter-
ial phase of a contrast-enhanced study and lower signal intensity
than the surrounding liver in the venous or the delayed phase of
the contrast examination (so-called portal venous ‘washout’)”.

To summarize very few guidelines have provided optimal
terminology for the hallmark imaging criteria of HCC.

In recent years, the American College of Radiology has suppor-
ted the development of the Liver Imaging Reporting And Data
System (LI-RADS®) with the aim, among others, to establish con-
sistent, rigorous, and precisely defined terminology for clinical
care and research. The LI-RADS® definition of the hallmark
enhancement pattern at CT, MRI and CEUS is “arterial phase
hyperenhancement (in whole or in part, not rim or peripheral
discontinuous globular enhancement) in conjunction with wash-
out appearance” (https://www.acr.org/quality-safety/resources/
lirads), which is in keeping with the clear definitions expressed by
the Canadian [9] and Italian [7] documents. Importantly, LI-RADS
specifies that at CEUS (see scheme at https://www.acr.org/quali-
ty-safety/resources/lirads), the washout has to be of mild degree
and late, namely starting after 60 seconds, in keeping with recent

publications [10 – 12] to prevent the misdiagnosis of cholangio-
cellular carcinoma as HCC [13 – 17].

Hence, we hereby propose the following as standardized termi-
nology to describe the hallmark temporal enhancement pattern
of HCC: “arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE) followed by
washout appearance”. We also propose that the terms arterial
phase hyperenhancement and washout appearance be defined
as: arterial phase hyperenhancement = enhancement (of the le-
sion) in the arterial phase that is unequivocally greater than that
of the liver; washout appearance = visually assessed temporal re-
duction in enhancement of the lesion relative to the liver from an
earlier to a later phase resulting in portal venous phase hypoen-
hancement or delayed phase hypoenhancement.

This pattern is typical and diagnostic of HCC (with the addi-
tional requirement of mild and late occurrence of hypoenhance-
ment =wash-out for CEUS) (▶ Fig. 1). According to LI-RADS, other
imaging feature combinations such as APHE plus capsule appear-

Arterial phasePre-contrast Portal or late phase

HCC Arterial phase hyperenhancement Wash out apperance
Note: at CEUS, wash out must be late in onset 

(>60sec) and mild in degree to allow 
categorization as definite HCC

Arterial phasePre-contrast

High probability, but not definitively diagnostic for HCC 

NO wash out

Portal or late phase

Arterial phase hyperenhancement

Arterial phasePre-contrast

None of the many possibile combinations of 
arterial and venous patterns qualifies for HCC

Portal or late phase

VariableNo (global) arterial phase 
hyperenhancement?

Definitive imaging diagnosis rarely possible  

Portal phase (1m 09s)Baseline Arterial phase (23s) Late phase (5m 58s)

Proposed standard terminology for the hallmark HCC pattern: 
Arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE) followed by wash-out appearance

▶ Fig. 1 Schematic depictions of the patterns of appearance of focal
lesions in cirrhosis in the arterial and venous contrast enhancement
phases. The diagnostic pattern of HCC is shown, including an exam-
ple at contrast enhanced ultrasound, in the upper half of the figure:
this pattern is herewith proposed to be unequivocally and definitively
defined as “arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE) followed by
wash-out appearance”, according to the LI RADS definition of LR5.
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ance also can establish the diagnosis of HCC at CT or MRI, espe-
cially since capsule appearance can create the visual perception
of “washout” in HCCs without true “washout”, but this, as well as
the pattern in the postvascular phase of Sonazoid®, are beyond
the scope of the present editorial, which focuses on vascular pha-
ses enhancement characteristics.
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